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We construct noninteracting wave patterns (i.e., asymptotic states) for a conserva- 
tion law with a general moving source term. When nonlinear resonance occurs, 
which is the case when the characteristic speed is near the speed of the source, 
instability may result. We identify a stability criterion which is independent of the 
flux function. This is so, even if composite wave patterns exist, as may be the case 
for nonconvex flux functions. We study the general scalar model as well as transonic 
gas flows through a duct with varying cross section. For the latter case, noninteract- 
ing wave patterns for such a flow are constructed for arbitrary equations of state. It 
is shown that the stability of a wave pattern depends on the geometry of the duct, 
and not on the equation of the state. In particular, transonic steady shock waves 
along a converging duct are unstable, and flow along a diverging duct is always 
stable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a quasilinear system of conservation laws 
(1.1) 
where the density function u = U(X, t) and the flux function f(u) are 
n-vectors, n 2 1. The function g(x, U) represents external effects. Its magni- 
tude is dominated by the dependence on x: the dependence on u measures 
the coupling of the source with the state U. The general situation where the 
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source is moving with speed c is governed by 
Jf(4 g+-= 
ax g(x - ct, u). 
The above system is reduced to (1.1) under the change of variables f(u) + 
f(u) - CZJ and x + x - ct. Thus, without loss of generality, we only con- 
sider systems of the form (1.1). The system is assumed to be strictly 
hyperbolic, that is, af,/au has real and distinct eigenvalues h,(u) < X,(u) 
< . . . -C X,(u). We further assume that the source has finite strength, that 
is, g(x, u) tends to zero sufficiently fast as 1x1 + cc. For simplicity we 
assume that g(x, u) has compact support in x: 
g(x, u) = 0 for 1x1 2 K, (1.2) 
where K is a positive constant. 
There has been substantial progress on the stability of elementary waves 
for hyperbolic conservation laws 
2.!+-= afw o 
ax * 
It is known that a general solution of (1.3) with limiting values at x = + cc 
tends to a simple asymptotic state consisting of noninteracting rarefaction 
waves and discontinuity waves [6]. Moreover, these elementary waves are 
uniquely determined by the limiting values at x = f 00, and can be identi- 
fied by solving a Riemamr problem [4]. For the system (l.l), there exists an 
additional elementary wave; a steady wave which is a solution of 
When nonlinear resonance never occurs, that is, the wave speeds A,(u), 
i = 1,2,..., n, do not change sign and are nonzero for all u = u(x, t), 
u(x, t) a solution of (l.l), then the elementary waves for the associated 
conservation laws (1.3) propagate toward 1x1 = cc and a general solution of 
(1.1) tends to a noninteracting wave pattern consisting of the aforemen- 
tioned elementary waves [5]. Moreover, these elementary waves depend 
stably and uniquely on their limiting values at x = f co. 
The situation becomes much more complicated when nonlinear resonance 
occurs. For ideal gas flows through a nozzle, it has been shown that an 
asymptotic state may not depend uniquely on its limiting values at x = f co 
[7]. The analysis is based on the quasi-one-dimensional gas dynamics model 
for which nonlinear resonance occurs when the flow is transonic. The main 
purpose of this paper is to study the asymptotic states for systems not 
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necessarily genuinely nonlinear [3, 41. For such a system, complicated 
composite wave patterns exist. Nevertheless, the stability of the asymptotic 
states does not depend on the flux function f(u), instead, it is determined 
by the x-dependence of the g(x, n). For instance, the stability of a nozzle 
flow does not depend on the equation of state, whether it is convex or not. 
The geometry of a duct completely determines the stability of a flow: flows 
along a diverging portion of a duct are always stable, transonic flows along 
a converging portion of a duct are unstable. 
In Section 2 we study scalar conservation laws with a general source term. 
A general procedure for constructing asymptotic states is proposed, and a 
stability criterion identified. The idea can be generalized in principle to 
systems. As an important physical example, we study transonic flows 
through a duct in Section 3. 
By asymptotic states we mean wave patterns which do not create any 
interaction. Quasilinear systems do not admit too many noninteracting wave 
patterns. For conservation laws (1.3), a noninteracting wave pattern is the 
solution of a Riemann problem [3, 4, 111. Other more complicated wave 
patterns tend to create nonlinear cancelling and combining. For the system 
(1. l), an asymptotic state contains elementary waves for (1.3) with negative 
(or positive) speed in the region x < -K (or x > K). In the region - K < 
x -C K, an asymptotic state consists of steady waves and possibly discon- 
tinuity waves, which must have zero speed so as not to interact with the 
steady waves. 
It is clear that when nonlinear resonance occurs the solution should 
behave in a more complicated way, since elementary waves for the conserva- 
tion laws (1.3) may not propagate toward x = f 00 and thereby couple 
more persistently with the steady waves. For a scalar equation with a convex 
flux function, this evolution process has been studied [9]. Also, when 
resonance occurs, the matrix ilf/au can be singular and (1.4) may not be 
solvable: 
au af -1 
ax= au i 1 gb, 4. 
This singularity can be studied easily in the coordinates of the eigenvectors 
0f af/au: 
I.2 = x.1. af 
lat.4 I 1) xri = Air;, 
li - ri = 1, i= 1,2 ,***, n. (1.5) 
Multiply (1.4) by Ii and use (1.5) to obtain 
au i pitxp u, r,(u~ 
ax = ic, Ai ’ ’ 
(1.4)” 
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where {&(x, u)) are the coordinates of g(x, u) in {ri( u)}: 
i-l 
Thus when &(x, u) * 0, the steady state Eqs. (1.4) and (1.4)’ have a 
singularity of first order when Ai = 0 if the i-characteristic field is genuinely 
nonlinear, i.e., vhi - ri f 0. When a characteristic field is not genuinely 
nonlinear, (1.4)’ clearly indicates the difficulty in determining the possible 
steady wave patterns occupying a fiied interval (x,, x2), which is needed in 
constructing the asymptotic states. When the system (1.3) is not genuinely 
nonlinear, it possesses complicated composite wave patterns. Our basic idea 
in resolving these difficulties is to determine instead all possible steady 
waves when the initial position x, of a steady wave is fixed, and study the 
dependence of the end position x2 on the steady waves. This approach 
differs markedly from the previous work [7] on nozzle flows for an ideal gas, 
and makes the stability analysis more transparent. It would be interesting to 
apply our approach to study other physical situations in which nonlinear 
resonance is present. 
2. SCALAR EQUATION 
Suppose that 
af (4 %+- ax = g(x, 4 (2-l) 
is a scalar equation; u, f(u) and g(x, u) are in R’. The flux function is 
assumed to be nonlinear: 
f”(u) has isolated zeros. (2.2) 
The external effect, represented by g(x, u), is assumed to be finite and 
nonzero; for definiteness and simplicity we assume 
gb, 4 = 0 forx4 (O,l)andforallu, (2.3) 
dx, 4 ’ 0 forxE (0,l)andforallu. (2.4) 
We first describe elementary waves for the associated conservation law: 
g+ af(4 o ax= * (2.5) 
A discontinuity wuue along x = x(t) for a solution u(x, t) of (2.5) (or for 
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(2.1)) satisfies the following jump condition (R-H) and entropy condition 
(El WI: 
x’(t) = u(u-, u+), (R-H) 
u(u-, 2.4,) Q (J(b u) forallubetweenu-andu,, 03 
where u*= u(x(t) f 0, 1) and (I is the speed of propagation of the discon- 
tinuity: 
u(u, u2) ~ fh) -f(u*) 
3 . u, - u* (2.6) 
A discontinuity (u-, u+) is steady if its speed is zero: 
u(u-, u+) = 0 or, equivalently, f(K) =fb+)* (2.7) 
For a steady discontinuity wave (u -, u+) we write 
U-=ti+ and u+= lid. (2.7)’ 
A second elementary wave for the conservation law (2.5) is the rarefaction 
waue which is a continuous solution of (2.5) whose characteristic lines 
dx/dt = u(x, t) diverges in the forward time direction. It is clear that a 
state u, on the left is comxcted to a state u2 on the right by a rarefaction 
wave (u,, u2) if 
fG,) vb2) and f’(u) * 0 for all u between u, and u2. 
(2.8) 
Noninteracting wave patterns for the conservation law (2.5) are found by 
solving the Riemann problem (2.5) with initial data: 
#(X,0) = 11, for x < 0, 
=u I for x > 0. 
The problem is solved uniquely in the class of elementary waves just 
described according to the following simple geometric construction: when 
u, < u, (or u, > u,), find the lower (or upper) envelope R(ti,, u,) under (or 
above) the graph of f(u), which is realized as a rubber band fixed at 
(u,, f( u,)) and (u,, f( ur)) and stretched under (or above) the graph off(u) 
(Figs. 2.1 and 2.2) ((R( u,, u,) is depicted as dotted lines). The portion of 
R(u,, ur) in contact with the graph of f(u) satisfies (2.8) and represents 
rarefaction waves; the other portion represents discontinuity waves (Fig. 
2.3). For latter use, we denote by u* = u*(u[, u,) the point with the 
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FIGURE 2. I 
property that f’( u *) = 0 and (u *, f( u*)) is on the intersection of R( u,, u,) 
and the graph off(u). If such a point does not exist, then we set u * = u, (or 
u* = u,) when all the waves in the solution of the Riemann problem 
(u,, u,) have positive (or negative) speed. A noninteracting wave pattern for 
(2.1) consists of two parts: In the region x 2 (0, l), the conservation law 
(2.5) governs the solution of (2.1), and the wave pattern is the same as in the 
solution of the Riemann problem for (2.5) (with the trivial translation in the 
position of the elementary waves). To be noninteracting, the elementary 
waves in x < 0 (or x > 1) must have negative (or positive) speed. In the 
region x E (0, l), a noninteracting wave pattern consists of steady discon- 
tinuity waves and steady waves, which are solutions of 
af (4 - = g(x, u). 
8X 
We now describe steady wave patterns. By the assumption (2.4), f(u) is an 
increasing function of x when u(x) solves (2.9). On the other hand, across a 
FIGURE 2.2 
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steady discontinuity wave (u -, u,), f remains unchanged (2.7). Moreover, 
according to the entropy condition (E), f(u), ZJ between u _ and u, must be 
larger than (or less than) f(u J = f( u,) when u _ < U, (or u -> u+). This 
prompts us to define steady wuzIe curoes S connecting u _ on the left and U, 
on the right as follows: An increasing steady wave curve S is a continuous 
curve which consists of a portion of the graph of f(u) with positive slope 
and horizontal ines, and always lines on or below the graph of f(u) (see 
Fig. 2.4, S is depicted as dotted lines). A decreasing steady wave curve S is 
constructed similarly (Fig. 2.5). A steady wave curve may be a combination 
of these two hinds of wave curves; one such possibility isdepicted in Fig. 
2.6. The arrow signs along the wave curves are to denote the positive x
direction for possible steady wave solutions for (2.1) associated with these 
wave curves. For such a wave curve S, we may associate with it a steady 
wave u(x) by setting u(0) = U-, and solving (2.9) for the nonhorizontal 
portion of S and steady discontinuity waves, (2.6) for horizontal ines in S. 
There are two possibilities: u(x) may be defined only for a subinterval 
f(u) 
t 
FIGURE 2.4 
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(0, x0) of (0,l) with u(xa) = u,, or U(X) may be defined for the whole 
interval (0,l) but only takes values along part of S, that is, u( 1) = U, for 
some U, on S between u _ and u,. In the first case, we set 
In the second case, for notational convenience, we extend the right hand 
side of the steady Eq. (2.9) to be periodic with period one, so that the right 
hand side is positive for x > 0. With that, in the second case u(x) may be 
defined for 0 -z x < x0, x0 > 1, u(xo) = u,, and we set 
x(s) = x0, x0> 1. w92 
Of course, only those wave curves S with x(S) = 1 are of interest to us, 
since they correspond to real steady wave solutions for (2.1) in the region 
FIGURE 2.6 
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0 -C x < 1. To characterize such admissible wave curves S with x(S) = 1, 
we will study the dependence of x(S) on the end points u _ and U, of S, and 
for composite wave curves (Fig. 2.7), the dependence of x(S) on ~a. This 
will be done in Lemma 2.2. The following lemma concerns the uniqueness 
of wave curves. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that u _ and u+ are connected by a steady wave curve 
S. Then either 
(i) S is monotonically increasing when u,> u- (Fig. 2.4), or S is 
monotonically decreasing when u _ < u+ (Fig. 2.3, or 
(ii) S = S,S, for some monotonically increasing steady wave curue S, 
connecting u _ to a state u,, > u -, and a monotonically decreasing steady wave 
curve S, connecting uO to u+, uO > u,. 
Proof It is clear, geometrically, that an increasing (or decreasing) S 
connecting u, and u2 exists only if f(u) B f(u,) (or f(u) G f(Q) for any u 
between U, and u2. This excludes S from being a combination of a 
decreasing steady wave curve followed by an increasing steady wave curve. 
It also excludes a combination of more than two monotone steady wave 
curves. This proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that S is a steady wave curoe connecting u _ and u,. 
Then the function x(S) (Eq. (2.10)) satisfies: 
(i) When S is monotonic and u- fixed, then x(S) is a continuous 
nondecreasing function of 1 u _ - u, 1, 
(ii) when S = S,S,, S, increasing from u _ to u,,, and S, decreasing from 
uo to u+, then for fixed u-and u,, x(S) is a continuous increasing function of 
FIGURE 2.1 
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u,, provided that the source term g(x, u) satisfies the following stability 
condition: 
%dXY 4 < () 
au ’ O<x<l. (2.11) 
Proof. It is clear from the construction of the monotone steady wave 
curve that (i) holds, We now prove (ii). Choose Au positive and small, and 
iI0 = u. - Au. Let S be the steady wave curve connecting u _ to i$, and P, 
to u,. For simplicity, we will only deal with the case where (a,,, f(ii,)) is on 
S (Fig. 2.7). Denote by S, (or &) the portion of S (or S) between u- and 
UO. Thus thee exists u, and @,, f(u,) = f(u,), f(ii,) = f(iZ,J, such that S, 
agrees with S,, between u- and u,. Since f(u,) - f(ii,) = f(uo) - f(ii,), and 
from (2.11) g(x, w) > g(x, U) for any w between ur and U, and o between 9, 
and uO, it follows from the steady state Eq. (2.9) that 
Between i&, and u+, the two curves S and S agree in the u-space. Thus it 
follows from the above inequality, and from the usual uniqueness results for 
ordinary differential equations, that x(S) > x(S). This proves the lemma. 
Q.E.D. 
With the above preparations, we are now ready to study the asymptotic 
states. In the region x < 0 (or x > l), a noninteracting wave pattern 
contains elementary waves for conservation laws which have negative (or 
positive) speed, and, in the region 0 < x -C 1, the steady waves. For this 
reason we want to study wave curves of the following form: 
P = RJR,, 
where R, and R, are wave curves for conservative laws, Figures 2.1 and 2.2, 
with the property that waves associated with R, (or R2) (Fig. 2.3) have 
negative (or positive) speed, and S is the steady wave curve characterized in 
Lemma 2.1. The following lemma characterizes possible forms for G, and is 
proved using the same geometric reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
We omit the proof. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that 0 = R,SR, is a wave curue connecting ut and u, 
as described above. Then 51 satisfies one of the following properties: 
(i) S is monotonically increasing (or decreasing), both R, and R, are 
increasing (or decreasing), and so u, -C u, (or u, > u,). Moreover, the end 
states u- and u, for S are characterized as follows: u- (or u,) is uniquely 
determined by u, and u,: f (u J < f(u) (or f(u+) > f(u)) for all u between u, 
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FIGURE 2.8 
and u,. The state u, (or u J is an arbitrary state between u _ and u, (or 
between uI and u,), such that (u;, f( u+)) (or (u -, f( u -)) is on the (unique) 
steady wave curve S, connecting u _ and u, (or connecting u, and u,), and also 
on the graph of f(u). Thus S is an arbitrary subset of S, with the fixed end 
state u _ (or u+) (Figs. 2.8 and 2.9). 
(ii) S = S,S,, S, increasing and S, decreasing, R, is increasing, and R, 
is decreasing. Moreover, the end states u _ and u0 of R, and the end states u0 
and u, are characterized as follows: u. is an arbitrary state larger than 
max( uI, u,). u _ and u+ are uniquely determined by uI, u,, and uo: f(u) attains 
minimum at u = u- between uI and uo, and attains maximum at u = u, 
between u. and u, (Fig. 2.10). 
f(u) 
'a 
*II " 
r u+ 
u UC 
FIGURE 2.9 
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As noted before, a wave curve 8 = R,SR, gives rise to an asymptotic 
state for (2.1) only if x(S) = 1. We now use the crucial Lemma 2.2 to prove 
the stability of asymptotic states. 
TI-IEORFM 2.4. Suppose that g(x, u) satisfies (2.3), (2.4), and (2.11). Then 
there exists at most one noninteracting wave pattern (asymetic state) for 
(2.1) which connects given end states uI and u,. Moreouer, if lim,U,+oo f(u) = 
00, then such a wave pattern always exists. 
Proof. We will prove the theorem only when u, > u,, the other case, 
u, d u,, is proved in a similar way. Thus 0 = R,SR, connecting u, and u, is 
either decreasing (Fig. 2.9), or a composite wave pattern (Fig. 2.10). In the 
first case, we may arrange the position of u- to lie anywhere between u, 
and u,. In the second case, we may arrange the position of u0 to be larger 
than u _. To prove uniqueness, we have to show that x(S) equals one for, at 
most, one such arrangement. When u -= u, and 51 is increasing, x(S) = 0, 
and as u- moves from u, toward u,, x(S) increases by (i) of Lemma 2.2. 
Furthermore, when 52 is a composite wave pattern, we have from (ii) of 
Lemma 2.2 that x(S) also increases as us moves away from u _ toward 
infinity. This proves the uniqueness of the asymptotic state connecting u- 
and u,. 
To prove the existence of the asymptotic state, we note that x(S) tends to 
infinity as u. approaches infinity. This is a consequence of (2.11) and the 
hypothesis limU+,lf(u)l = cc. Since x(S) = 0 when Q is monotone and 
u _ = u,, there exists a (unique) P with x(S) = 1. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
The following corollary follows from the construction of the wave curves. 
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COROLLARY 2.5. Assume that the hypotheses in Theorem 2.4 hold, then 
the asymptotic state Q connecting u _ and u+ depends smoothly on u _ and u+. 
Remarks. 
(i) Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 also hold when, in place of (2.3) and 
(2.1 l), we have 
g(x, 4 < 0, O<X<l, (2.3)’ 
w, 4 
au ’ O9 O<X<l. (2.11)’ 
(ii) That (2.11) (given (2.3)) is necessary for the stability of the asymp- 
totic state is clear since (ii) of Lemma 2.2 fails when (2.11) does not hold. 
The reader is urged to carry out the simplest case where f”(u) * 0. It is 
noted, however, that the existence of asymptotic states still follows from our 
above construction whether (2.11) is assumed or not. 
(iii) When lim,,,f( ) u < cc, it is possible that no asymptotic state 
connecting two given states may exist. A simple example for periodic flux 
function f(u) can be given to show that a steady wave curve S may always 
have x(S) < 1. This is possible because a steady wave curve may not cover 
more then a single period of f( u j. 
(iv) When (2.11) is not satisfied, a sufficient condition, stronger than 
lim u-, 1 f( u)l = cc, for the existence of asymptotic states would be that 
f”(u) has a finite number of zeros and (2.9) has a solution in 0 < x < 1 for 
all sufficiently large initial states u(0). 
3. GAS FLOW THROUGH A DUCT OF VARYING CROSS SECTION 
Consider a quasi-one-dimensional model for gas flows through a duct of 
varying cross section a(x): 
8P d(P) 44 
at+-=-- ax a(x) Pup 
a’(x) pu2+p)= -- 
a(x) pu2p 
8(PE) 
at 
+ +-(puE + pu) = - $$(puE + pu). (3.1) 
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The associated conservation laws, the compressible Euler equations, are 
dP 
dt+ 
J(pu) - 0 
ax ’ 
8(PU) 
-+$ at 
pu2+p)=o, 
I 
at 
+ f-(puE + pu) = 0; 
and the steady state equations are 
8PU dx) -=-- 
8X u(x) puT 44 pu2+p)= -- u(x) pu2p 
&(puE + pu) = - $-f+(puE + pu). 
For simplicity, we write w = (p, pu, pE), and 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Here p, u, p, and e are, respectively, the density, velocity, pressure, and 
internal energy of the gas; and E = e + u2/2 is the total energy of the gas. 
The gas is characterized by the equation of state 
P = P(u, e), 
where u = l/p is the specific volume. We assume 
!?I!<() 
&I ’ 
ag,, 
ae m (3.4) 
It is common to regard pressure p as a function of specific volume u, and 
entropy s: 
P = Pb, s). 
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As a consequence of the thermodynamics relation de = Tds - pdu, (3.4) 
implies 
The second inequality implies that systems (3.1) and (3.2) are strictly 
hyperbolic: 
A, = u - (- ap/Lhy2u, A, = u, A, = u + (- fJp/dly2u 
(3.6) 
Yl = (Lh,,E+po - Utl( - ap/c?o)“2), 
(3.7) 
Y3 = (1, h,, E +pu + uu(-8p/8~)“~), 
and y2 is such that 
y2 * vu = y2 * vp = 0. P-8) 
Hereafter, the gradient v denotes 8/&v, w = (p, pu, pE). Direct calcula- 
tions yield 
y,*vh*= -y3. VA,= --- ---& 
1 a2p ap -“2,3,2 
2 ad ( i 
9 (3.9) 
ap ‘I2 
YI * vu = -y3 * vu = - au 
( i 
u2 < 0, 
y, * vp = y3 * vp = -t?g > 0. (3.11) 
Thus, when (a2p/h2) * 0, yi . oh, * 0, i = 1,3, and the first and third 
characteristic fields are genuinely nonlinear [3, 41. Asymptotic states for 
(3.1) with such a convexity assumption have been studied in [7]. 
Our purpose in this section is to study asymptotic states for (3.1) when 
(d’p/W) may change signs. To ensure that the system (3.2) is not linear, 
we assume that along any integral curve Ri, the i-rarefaction curves of the 
vector fields yi, i = 1,3, ( ~2p/~u2) have isolated zeros. The Riemann 
problem (w,, w,) for (3.2) with 
w(x,o) = w, for x < 0, 
=w I for x > 0. 
w = h PUP Pa (3.12) 
has been studied [4, 111. The solution consists of three families of waves. 
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Since the second family is linearly degenerate, r2 . OX, = 0, the wave 
corresponding to X, is a single contact discontinuity across which u and p 
are unchanged (3.8). The first and third families consist of composite wave 
patterns of discontinuity waves and rarefaction waves. We now describe 
briefly these wave patterns. A discontinuity wave takes value along a 
Rankine-Hugoniot curve: 
D(w,) = {u(w - wO) =f(w) -f(wa), forsomescalara = u(ws,w)}. 
The set D( wa) consists of three curves Oi( wa), i = 1,2,3, through w,, each 
corresponding to a characteristic field (Xi, I;:). For simplicity, we only 
describe the wave pattern associated with X,. A l-discontinuity wave along 
x = x(t) satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot condition 
W+E D,(w), 
u(w-, w,) = x’(t), 
w*= w(x(t) f 0, t), (R-H) 
and the admissibility criterion [4], 
u(w-, w,) < u(w-, w) 03 
for all w on D,(w) between w- and w+. Two states, w, and w, are related 
by a 1-rarefaction wave if 
h(w,) < +d and w2 E RAW,)9 (3.13) 
where R,(w,) is the 1-rarefaction curve through w,. The following are a 
consequence of (3.4) [4], 
(PI - P2h - u2) < 0 for w,, y on D,(w,) or R,(w,,), w, * w,, 
(PI - P2h - u2) ’ 0 forw,,w,onD,(w,,)orRs(wa),w, *w,. 
(3.14) 
Given a fixed state w-, we construct a wave curve T,(wJ with the 
property that any w+ on T,(w) is commcted to w- on the left by a 
composite wave pattern of l-waves. At each point, T,(wJ is tangent to 
some D, or R, curve, and so T,( w-) may be parametrized by p or u due to 
(3.14). We may locate w, on T,(w) with the a given pressure p+ and 
construct the wave pattern connecting w- and w+ as follows: Denote by w, 
the state on D,( w-) which is closest (with respect to the parameter p) to the 
surface p = p+ such that (w-, w,) is admissible. If w, = p+, then set 
w+= w,. Otherwise, it can be shown that X,(w,) = u(w-, w,), and (w-, w,) 
is a one-sided contact discontinuity which is followed by a 1-rarefaction 
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wave (+, w2). The state w, on R,( wI) is defined to be closest to the surface 
p = p+ such that (wz, w) is admissible for some w on Di( w2) between wz 
and the surface p = p+. If w, is on p = p+, then set w+= y; otherwise, 
continue the above process with w2 in place of w-, and so on until the 
surfacep = p+ is reached. The curve T3(wJ is constructed in the same way. 
As noted before, T,(w-) = R2(wJ = Q(wJ. It is a consequence of (3.8) 
and (3.14) that 
(Pi - ~db, - ud < 0 for wit w2 on T,(w,), w, f w2, 
(P, -p&f4 - u2) > 0 for wI,w2 on T3(wo), w, f y, 
PI = P29 24, = l.Q for w,, w, on rho). 
To solve the Riemann problem (w,, w,), one finds w, on Tl( w,), w, on 
T,(w,,J such that We E T3(wn). It follows from (3.15) that wm and wn are 
uniquely determined by the given end states w, and w,. The solution of 
(w,, w,) thus consists of l-waves (w,, w,), a 2-wave (w,,,, w,), and 3-waves 
(W,> w,). 
We now turn to the study of steady waves. Since we are interested in 
transonic flows, we assume for definiteness, 
u > 0 for all flows under consideration. 
The steady wave Eqs. (3.3) can be written as (c.f. (1.4)“): 
aw -= $(x)pu - 
i 
Y,(W) Y36.4 - 
ax h(w) + ~364 1 . 
It follows from (3.10), (3.11), and (3.3)’ that 
aw 
vu* z ap = 44PU~D3/(X’X3), 
i3W 
VP* -T& = -cbbu2~02/(h,X3), 
where w = w(x) is a solution of (3.3)‘. In view of (3.15) we have 
aw 
VU * x and -c(x)X, have the same sign, 
t?W 
VP . z and c(x)X, have the same sign. 
(3.15) 
(3.3)’ 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.16)’ 
(3.17)’ 
In view of (3.10) and (3.1 l), we will conveniently say that a point w, lies to 
the righi of w, if p, P p. and u, c uO+ A curve starting from w. is said to be 
increasing if pz > p, and u, c u2 for any w,, w, on the curve, and wI 
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between y and w,. A decreasing curve is similarly defined. We now 
construct increasing steady wave curves which consist of steady wave 
solutions of (3.3) and l-discontinuity waves with zero speed. It follows from 
(3.16)’ and (3.17)’ that the steady wave solutions of (3.3) which are con- 
tained in an increasing wave curve must lie in the region where c(x)X,( w) 
> 0. For simplicity, we assume that the duct is uniform outside 0 < x K 1: 
c(x) = 0 for x e (0, l), 
c(x) f 0 for x E (0,l). 
(3.18) 
In the construction of a steady wave curve, we extend c(x) periodically for 
0 -C x < cc with period one, so that c(x) is nonzero except for x equal to 
positive integers. This is done just for convenience. As in Section 2, a steady 
wave curve S corresponds to a steady wave for (3.1) in the region 0 6 x f x0 
with such periodic extention of c(x), and we set x(S) = x0. A steady wave 
curve S corresponds to a steady wave solution of (3.1) under the assumption 
(3.18) if and only if x(S) = 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Given a state w,, and a surface p = p *, let R be the state on 
the intersection of the wave curve T,(w,) for (3.2) and the planep = p*, then 
(i) When the duct is converging, c(x) > 0 for 0 < x < 1, (or diverging, 
c(x) < 0 for 0 < x < 1,) and p* > p,, (or p* < p,,), then an increasing (or 
decreasing) steady wave curve S initiated at w, exists up to the plane p = p *, 
provided that the elementary waves for (3.2) connecting w,, and 9 have 
nonnegative (or nonpositive) speed. Moreover, the f7ow in front of (or behind) 
a standing shock wave in S is sonic. 
(ii) When the duct is diverging, c(x) < 0 for 0 < x < 1, (or converging, 
c(x) > 0 for 0 -C x < 1,) and p * > p0 (or p * -C pO), then there exists a state 
w * on p = p* such that an increasing (or decreasing) steady wave curve S 
initiated at w,, and ended at w * exists (provided that the elementary waves for 
(3.2) connecting w,, and WC E (p = pO} n T,(w,) have nonpositive (or non- 
negative) speed ). Moreover, the f7ow behind (or in front of) a standing shock 
wave in S is sonic. 
Proof We will only prove the first part of (i), other cases are analogous. 
Assume first hat the duct is converging so that, except for standing shock 
waves, S takes values in the supersonic region A,(w) > 0. From the assump- 
tion that elementary waves for (3.2) connecting w,, and g have nonnegative 
speed, we have the following: 
CLAIM 1. The shock speed a(~,, w) is nonnegative for any w on the 
Rankine-Hugoniot curve D, ( wO) between w0 and p = p *. Indeed, if a( w,,, w) 
attains a negative absolute minimum a( w,,, w’) between w,, and p = p *, then 
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the first wave in the elementary wave pattern for (3.2) connecting W, and $ 
is the shock wave (~a, w’), thus contradicting the assumption. Since the 
shock speed a( w,,, w) is approximated by the arithmetic mean, of A,( wO) 
and A,(w) when w is close to w,,, it follows from the above claim that 
CLAIM 2. Immediate to the right of w,, along the rarefaction curve 
R,( w,,), the state is supersonic, A, > 0. 
From Claim 2, there are two cases: X,(w,,) > 0, and an increasing steady 
wave for (3.1) can be defined locally from wa; or A,( w,,) = 0, and it follows 
from (3.3)’ that a steady wave for (3.1) takes values almost along R,( w,,) 
and so Claim 2 again guarantees the existence of a local increasing steady 
wave from w,. Extend the increasing steady wave initiated at w0 until a state 
w,, which is the state having the property that u(w,, w2) = 0 for some w, on 
D,(w,) between w, andp = p*. It may happen, and this is the case when A, 
is genuinely nonlinear, that w, does not exist. In this case, it follows from 
the remark leading to Claim 2 that A, is always positive along the steady 
wave through wO, and so S is defined up top = p * and contains no standing 
shock wave. Similarly, when w2 exists A, is nonnegative along the steady 
wave between w,, and w,, and S contains the steady wave (wO, w,) and a 
steady shock wave (w,, w2). Suppose that p2 < p* and A,( w2) f 0. Then 
there exists w1 between w0 and w, such that a(%,, @) is zero for some iP.. on 
D,(%,) between E, and p = p* [4]. Thus we conclude that X,(w,) must be 
zero, and so the flow in front of the standing shock wave (w,, w2) is sonic. 
Finally, one observes that by the definition of w, and w2, Claim 1 is satisfied 
when w, is replaced by w,, and one may continue the construction of S from 
w2 as above. This proves (i). Q.E.D. 
Note that in part (ii) of the lemma the (sufficient) condition for the 
existence of S is not prescribed in terms of the initial state w, and the end 
plane p = p *. The construction of S in part (i) has an analogue in part (ii) 
only if we are given the end state w*, which is not known a priori. 
Nevertheless, it is actually quite easy to construct a steady wave curve 
initiated at w,, for case (ii). This is shown in the second half of the proof of 
the next lemma. Given a steady wave curve S connecting w, and w,, 
w, E T,(w,,), a combination T,(w,,)ST,(w,) between w, and w, E T,(wZ) is 
noninteracting if the elementary waves for (3.2) connecting w,, and w, (or 
connecting w2 and w3) have nonpositive (or nonnegative) speed. 
LEMMA 3.2. Given a state w,, and a surface p = p*, the following hoI& 
(i) When the duct is converging (or diverging) andp * > pO (or p * -C pO), 
then an increasing (or decreasing) noninteracting wave curue T,(w,)S con- 
necting wO, and a state w * on p = pa exists. Moreover, the initial state w, of 
S, w, E T, ( wO), is uniquely determined by wO and the plane p = p * as follows: 
Let i? be the state T,( wO) n (p = p *}, then w,, and 5 are connected by 
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elementary waves for (3.2) with nonpositive speed between wO and w,, and 
elementary waues with nonnegative speed between w, and W. 
(ii) When the duct is diverging (or converging) andp * > p,, (orp * < p,,), 
then an increasing (or decreasing) noninteracting waue curue ST,( wl) connect- 
ing w,-, and a state w* on p = p * exists. Moreover, the end state w, of S is 
characterized by the property that no monotone steady wave curve initiated at 
w, exists between w, and p = p *. 
Proof (i) is a direct consequence of (i) of Lemma 3.1. Solve the 
Riemann problem (wO, a) for (3.2) and locate w, as indicated. Then the 
state w, and the surface p = p* satisfy the hypotheses of the last lemma 
(with w, replaced by w,). This guarantees the existence of S. 
We now prove (ii). Assume for definiteness that the duct is diverging and 
p* > pa. There are three cases: First, h,(w,) < 0, second, A,(w,) > 0 (but 
a(~,,, w) d 0 for some w on O,( wO) between w,, and p = p*), and finally, 
a(wO, w) > 0 for any w on O,( w,J between w0 and p = p*. For the third 
case, it is clear A,( w,J > 0, no increasing steady wave curve S can be 
initiated at w,,, and w, is related to a state w * E T,( w,-,) on p = p * by 
nonnegative waves for (3.2). Thus we may set w, = wa. We now treat the 
first case; the second case is treated similarly. From w,, construct an 
increasing steady wave solution of (3.3) until a state w’ where h,(w’) = 0 
and immediately to the right of w’ along R,( w’), X, is positive. Then w’ 
belongs to either the second or the third case just mentioned. Assume for 
simplicity that it belongs to the second case. Since a( w’, w’) = h,(w’) = 0 
and u(w’, w) > 0 for w close to w’, it follows that there exists w” on T,(w’) 
between w’ and the surface p = p * such that a( w’, w”) = 0. It is clear that 
since (w’, w”) is admissible, X,(w”) < 0. Thus we may continue the con- 
struction of S as above until S cannot be further extended from a state w, 
which must thereby belong to the third case above. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem states that there exists a one parameter family of 
noninteracting wave curves connecting any given two states. Of course, a 
wave curve containing a steady wave curve S gives rise to a noninteracting 
wave pattern for (3.1) subject to (3.18) if and only if x(S) = 1, and there are 
only a finite number of such wave curves with given end states. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Given a state w, and a surface p = pr the following 
ho&: 
(i) Suppose that the duct is converging (or diverging) and p, > pr (or 
p, < p,). Let W be the state on T,( w,) n { p = p,} and wo be the state with the 
property that the Riemann problem (w,, iV) for (3.2) is solved by waves with 
nonpositive speed (w,, wO) and waues with nonnegative speed ( wO, w), then for 
any given p *, pO d p * 6 p,, (or p. >/ p * 3 p,) there exists a unique increas- 
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ing (or decreasing) noninteracting waue curve T, ( w,)ST, ( w +) with the prop- 
erty that S starts at wO and ends with a standing shock wave (w-, w+), 
W-E T,(y), PO G p-d P * <p+~p, (orpo app-ape >,p+>,p,). f’:or any 
given p*, p * > p, (or p * < p,), there exists a unique noninteracting wave 
curue T, ( w,)S, S, T, ( w +) connecting w, and w, on p = p, with the property that 
T, ( w,)S, is increasing (or decreasing) and S, T, ( w +) is decreasing (or increas- 
ing), S, connects w- and w * for some w* on p = p *, and W-E T,( w,) 
between w, and w *, and S, connects w * and w + for some w,, p * >, p + 2 p, (or 
P, 2 P+> P* 1. 
(ii) Suppose that the duct is diuerging (or conuerging) and p * > p. (or 
p * < po). Let w. be the state as defined in case (i); then for any given p*, 
P1dP* gPo(orP,aP * 2 po) there exists a unique increasing (or decreas- 
ing) noninteracting wave curve T, (w,)ST, (w,,,) with the property S starting 
with a standing shock waue (w-, w+), w- E T, (w,), p-d p * G p+ G p, (or 
p-2 pa > p,) and ending at a state w,,,, p+< pm < p, (orp+> p,,, > p,), and 
T,(w,) ending at w, E T,(w,,,) n (p = p,}. For any given p* -C p, (or p* > 
p,), there exists a unique noninteracting waue curue T, (w,)S,S,T,( w +) con- 
necting w, and a state w, on p = p, with the property that S, is decreasing (or 
increasing) and connects w- and w * for some w * on p = p * and w- on T, (w,) 
between w, and w *, S, is increasing (or decreasing) and connects w * and w- 
for some state w + between w * and w,. 
(iii) Any noninteracting wave curue connecting a given state w, and a 
surface p = p, depends uniquely and smoothly on the parameter p * as de- 
scribed aboue. 
Proof: The proof of the uniqueness result (iii) is based on the same 
arguments presented in the proof of the last two lemmas, and is left to the 
reader. We now exhibit the construction of the wave curve for the converg- 
ing duct withp* > p, > p,. It follows from the first part of (i) of Lemma 3.2 
that an increasing noninteracting wave curve T,( w,)S, exists and connects 
w, and a state w* on p = p*. The existence of a decreasing noninteracting 
wave curve S,T,( w,) connecting w* and p = p, follows from the second 
part of (ii) of Lemma 3.2. We conclude the proof of the theorem by 
considering the case where the duct is converging and p, < p. 6 p* G pr; 
other cases are similar to the above two cases. We know from Lemma 3.1 
(i), that we may construct an increasing steady wave curve S which reaches 
p = p,. There are two cases: First, S may contain a steady shock wave 
(w-, w,), which jumps across the surface p = p*, that is, P-G p* d p+; 
secondly, S may contain a steady wave which passes through the surface 
p = p* at a state w*. In the second case, we simply set w-= w* = w,. In 
either case, it follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1 that w, is related to 
w, E T,(w+) n {p = p,} by waves with positive speed. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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To select noninteracting wave curves which are admissible, that is, 
x(S) = 1 for the steady wave curve S contained therein, we have the next 
lemma and the following proposition on the dependence of x(S) on the 
parameter p *. 
LEMMA 3.4. Consider monotone wave curves of the form T,ST, which 
connects a given state w, and the surface p = p,, as described in Theorem 3.3. 
Then the function x(S) is a monotone function of the parameter p * provided 
that either the duct is sufficiently uniform, or waves under consideration are 
sufficiently weak. 
Proof We will only treat the case where the duct is converging and 
p, > p,. Thus we have p. Q p+ < p,. It is clear from the construction of 
wave curves, that S starts at a fixed state w, and as p * increases, the curve S 
lengthens. Thus it follows from elementary theory of ordinary differential 
equations that x(S) is an increasing function of p *. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that the duct is diverging and either waves under 
consideration are sufficiently weak, or the duct is sufficiently uniform. Then the 
nonmonotone wave curves T,S,S,T, constructed in Theorem 3.3 have the 
proper-9 that x( S,S,) is a monotone function of the parameter p *. 
Proof. For brevity, we will only treat the case where p* 2 p, 2 pt. As 
before let w. and w,, be the end states of S,. As the parameter p* increases 
top* + Ap, Ap > 0, these states change. There are two cases: First, w, does 
not change; secondly, w, changes as p * changes to p * + Ap. The first case 
consists of two subcases: S, ends with a standing shock wave (w,, w *); or S, 
ends with a standing wave. In the first subcase, S, starts with a steady wave, 
and, in the second subcase, S, starts with a standing shock wave. We now 
treat the first subcase; the second subcase is similar. Since u(w2, w*) = 0, 
we will make for brevity the generic assumption that 
uw2> ’ 0 ’ h(w*). (3.19) 
The steady wave curve corresponding to the parameter p * + Ap is denoted 
by S,g2. It follows from (3.19) that ,?, ends with a standing shock wave 
(w,, w3). From the Rankine-Hugoniot relation for the standing shock waves 
(w2, w*) and (w,, ws), we have 
PlUl = P3U3i p2u2 = P*U*v (3.20), 
Pd + PI = p34 + P3i p24 + p2 = PA + P*, W02 
p,u,E, + PIU, = ~3~3~53 + ~3~3; p,u,E, + ~2’429 
= p*u,E, + P*u*- (3.2% 
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The state w, is on S, and is related to w, by a steady wave solution w(x) of 
(3.3), w(xJ) = w,, w(x2) = w,, x, < x2. Similarly, let E(x) be the steady 
wave in S, with W(xt) = w,. Denote by w, = W(x,). By integrating (3.3), 
from x, to x2 we have 
4x,b,u, = 4X,)P,U,i d%)P,% = 44P4u4. 
These identities and (3.20) imply that 
Similarly, we also have 
P*U* = P4U4* (3.20, 
XC(YNdY) -P(Y)) dY9 (3.2% 
P*u*E, + P*U, = ~4u4E4 + ~4~4. (3.2% 
From (3.21), and (3.21),, we know that w* and w4 are related by a curve 
C = (pu = constant} fl {pEu + pu = constant} with tangent 
l,O,E+; -u*+ 
Direct calculations yield that 
r,* vp=p-4>o, 
T; vu = -up-’ < 0, 
T; vp = u= - bb 
* + aP ‘O, 
aeP 
-1 
Gb 
T,*v(p+pu2)= - Jp ‘0, 
1 + zp-’ 
(3.22), 
(3.22)* 
(3 *22), 
(3.2% 
where we have used the fact that h, is negative at w* and w4 by (3.19) for 
small Ap, and .that u is positive (3.15). Since S, is increasing, p* > p2, and 
Ap is small, we have p( y ) 6 p( y ), x, d y d x2. Thus for a diverging duct 
c(x) < 0, we have from (3.21), that 
P*d + P* = P4d + P4 - Wb,)llP* - Pzb, - +I* (3.23) 
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Hereafter, D denotes any function which is bounded and positive. The 
bounds for D depend only on the system (3.2). From (3.22),, (3.22),, and 
(3.23) it follows that 
P* =P4 - DlCMP* - P2h - x,)(h,(w*))-‘I. (3.24) 
Denote by i?, = & rl {p = p*} = R(+). We now estimate x2 - x1 and 
Iw* - $,I. It follows by direct calculations that along a steady wave w(x) 
the pressure p satisfies 
d!(x) -= 
dx 
+bu2c2 , o 
v3 ’ 
(3.25) 
where c is the sound speed. This, along with (3.24), implies that 
x3 - xz = Dlc(x,)(~a - P~)(x, - xdl ’ 0. (3.26) 
Thus between w,, and the surfacep = p*, x(S,S,) = x2 < x3 = x(S,S,). It -- 
remains to estimate the difference x(&S,) - x(&S,) for the entire curves 
S,S, and S,S2. For this, we need to estimate (w* - V,l. By integrating (3.3) 
along g(x), we have 
a(x,h-?$u, = a(x3)iba,, 
u(x2)(p4E4u4 + P4”4) = 4x,)(P*E*~* + F*G). 
These estimates, (3.21), and (3:21),, yield 
lP*U* - P*hI = IP*hl * l&2) - &)ll+2)l-’ = Dl+,)b2 - xj)I, 
l~*E,u, + ~+“a - L~,G -Pa&l = Dl+,)(x, - x3)(. 
Sincep, = ji*, it follows from the last two identities that 
Iw* - gel = DIcbdb2 - xg)l. (3.27) 
By continuity argument using (3.27), we know that from the surface p = p *, 
x(S,S,) differs from x(S,S2) by the amount O(1)lc(x,)(x2 - x3)1 times the 
maximum strength of S, and S2. In other words, 
x(s,g2) - x3 = x&32) - x2 + w)Ic(xJb2 - x3)( P* - PA 
and so 
x(S&) - x(s,s,) = (x3 - x2m + Wl4XdIP* - PAI, 
which is positive by (3.26), provided that either the duct is sufficiently 
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uniform, with ]c(x)] small, or waves under consideration are sufficiently 
weak, with ] p * - p,I small. This settles the first case. 
We now turn to the case where w,, changes as p * changes to p * + Ap. In 
this case, S, is empty, T, ends with a shock wave (w,, w*) with nonpositive 
speed, X,( w*) G 0, and S, starts with a steady wave. As p* increases to 
p,+Ap,T,endswithashockwave(w,,w,),p,<p,,p,>p,.Denoteby 
R, the intersection of gz with p = p *. Thus E* is related to w3 by a steady 
wave w(x), w(xO) = xg, w(xO + Ax) = g,. From (3.25) we have 
Ax = (x0 + Ax) - xo = ~A~l~,(w*)(c(xo))-‘l. (3.28) 
We know that either w, and w* are connected by a single shock wave, or 
u(w,, w*) = A,(w,) and u(w2, w3) = hl(wZ). This implies that w3 ahnost lies 
on the Rankine-Hugoniot curve from w, [4]. Simple calculations [4] show 
that the Rankine-Hugoniot curve bifurcates from the rarefaction curve R, 
by a factor u - A,. Since shock speeds a( w,, w *) and a( w2, ws) are nonposi- 
tive and Xl(w,) G 0, it follows from condition (E) that u(w,, w*) 2 X,(w,), 
and so ]a( w,, w *) - X, ( w *)I < 21 X, (w *)I. Similarly, the steady wave curves 
bifurcate from the R, curves also by the factor Ih,] as a consequence of 
(3.3)‘. Consequently we have 
Iw* - g,l = W)APIMW,)I. 
Thus after the surfacep = p*, Ix(&) - x(&)1 = O(l)Ap]X,(w,)(p, - p,)l, 
and so it follows from (3.28) that 
x(s,) - x(G) = Ax + @)I(P* - P~)&,)W, 
which is positive, provided either ]c(xo)] or Ip * - p,I is small. This com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.6. In the above theorems and lemmas, the parameter p * used to 
define the surfaces p = p * can be replaced by the parameter a,, and the 
surfaces p = p * by u = u * (u being the velocity of the flow). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Suppose that the duct is diverging, and either waves 
under consideration are sufficientry weak, or the duct is sufficiently uniform. 
Then the downstream state lJ, which can be connected to a given state U,, 
forms a curve along which both the velocity u and the pressure p are both 
monotone. 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.3, Lemmas 3.4, 3.5, and Remark 
3.6, that given a surface pressure = p (or velocity = u), there exists at most 
one parameter p* (or u*) since the associated asymptotic state TST is the 
only asymptotic state which connects U, to a state U on the surface 
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pressure = p (or velocity = u), and which is admissible, i.e., x(S) = 1. This 
proves the proposition. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose that the duct is diverging for a finite length, and 
uniform otherwise, and either waves under consideration are sufficiently weak, 
or the duct is sufficiently uniform. Then a given upstream state U, is connected 
to a given downstream state by at most one noninteracting wave pattern for 
(3.1). 
Proof. Since (Vp - r,) * (Vu - rl) < 0, it follows from Remark 3.6 and 
Proposition 3.5 that the wave curve stated therein can be directed so that p 
is increasing and u is decreasing along it. On the other hand, the set of states 
U which can be connected to U, on the right form a curve along which both 
p and u are increasing (3.15). The theorem now follows easily from the fact 
that both u and p are unchanged across a contact discontinuity. Q.E.D. 
By examining the proof of the crucial Lemma 3.5 we have the following 
theorem for converging ducts. 
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose that the duct is converging for a finite length and 
uniform otherwise, and that either all waves under consideration are weak or 
the duct is sufficiently uniform. Assume a given upstream state can be 
connected to a given downstream state by more than one noninteracting wave 
pattern, then the number of such wavepatterns is odd, and at least one of them 
contains a standing shock wave in the nonuniform portion of the duct. 
It is clear from the construction of wave curves in Lemma 3.2 and 
Proposition 3.3 that the function x(S) depends on the parameter p* 
continuously, and that it is easy to arrange the parameter p* so that 
x(S) = 0. Similarly, it can be seen that x(S) may exceed any positive 
constant by arranging the parameter p *, provided that the system (3.1) is 
genuinely nonlinear for p sufficiently large or sufficiently close to zero. 
Thus, for appropriate parameter p *, the function x(S) has the desired value 
one, and an admissible asymptotic state exists. 
THEOREM. Suppose that the duct is uniform outside a finite length, and the 
pressure p is a convex function of the specific volume for isentropic flow, that 
is, ( a2p/av)(v, s) * 0, when either p is large or close to zero. Then a 
noninteracting wave pattern always exists with given upstream and down- 
stream states. 
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